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ABSTRACT

College application is a critical and complicated task for high school students. Generally speaking, one student will submit an application to a number of universities or colleges. However, there is no proper software for them to organize their application-related information during the application process. This paper proposes an all-in-one system that can contain useful features that help students in their college application, such as compare his or her SAT/GPA, organize their rewards and activities, etc. This tool has been published in Google Play.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Based on the National Center for Education Statistics, about 19.9 million students are going to colleges in fall 2019. However, as helping tools, there are little resources can be used for college application. College application [1] has always been an endless and tedious process [2] and I have suffered a lot to organize my profile for the past 3 years. There is rarely any professional all-in-one application software [3] on the market.

In recent years more and more people are applying to colleges or universities. College application is the thing that most of the students must face and it is a long-term process that takes away people’s time and energy. High school students will need to organize all their application-related information during their high school years. Tons of files will need to be distinguished into different categories. Maybe Google Drive [4] and such cloud storage can be used as the folder to store all student’s information, a professionally designed software [5] will have a huge impact on the college applicants and high school students who wants to go to college. My project combines the three important features together avoiding additional time-wasting [6] and providing a professional storing folder [7] for a special purpose.

First of all, my project helps high school students who want to go to the college or university, as a data folder storing required personal materials and college information & requirements for all applicants. Moreover, this project contains the feature that every user can compare his or her
SAT/GPA/etc. [8], with those from previous years. I am trying to simplify the college application process by providing a tool that is easy to access and contains an all-in-one system, with college Info & requirement comparison [9] & personal organizer [10], for helping college applicants.

There are many websites for people to compare their grades and test scores and such College Board (Figure 1) [11] has its own college information page or google drive can be used as an application folder.

Figure 1: CollegeBoardBigFuture

However, these tools/pages are usually not very easy to use or not professional enough. Sometimes people have to spend hours even days to organize some random files or projects and later they spend even more time finding out the location. There is also some information needed for college application but there is nowhere to keep them.

Websites like USNews (Figure 2) [12] has the most professional information and rankings of most every college and university people are looking for. However, there is usually nowhere to save the information and even there is the progress is very complicated. The information sometimes lacks the accessibility [13] in which makes people's lives much harder. All they need as a college applicant is to manage their time properly but spend hours opening the tabs and pages is really a waste of time.

My method is to create an all-in-one system in which all features are included, and users can use them anytime anywhere. For the information-saver problem, my app has special places for users to input everything needed. For example, they can input all their rewards and activities.

The first 2 sections talk about the significance of college application and the reason that my project is indispensable. Section 3 talks about the features and functions. Section 4 and 5 mainly discuss the benefits and advantages my project has.
2. **Motivation**

I built this app because based on my situation, I think this app could really help those high school students who are going to college or university. I think such an app could save time for them so they can focus on some meaningful tasks instead of wasting time here. The challenge I faced was that I had to decide what function should the app have. The main point of this app is to create efficiency [14], so I had to choose what functions were unnecessary. I interviewed with some students in my high school and made the final decision.

3. **Solution**

First of all, my app starts with a sign up/login page (Figure 3a), where users can create their own accounts the first time, they use it and have their own private online storage [15] parts. After logged in users will go to the main page (Figure 3b) where the four major functions are implemented. Users can go to the specific pages editing their scores, activities, college wish list, and important dates.

If users choose to go to the score page (Figure 5a), they can see all the scores they entered and when then click the add score button they will jump to the other page to add a new score or update the latest scores they have (Figure 5b). After adding/updating the scores, users click the add button and the scores are now added/updated to the cloud storage. New scores are added to the page and undated scores are now storing the latest information (Figure 5c).

---

**Figure 2: USNewsCollegeSearch**
Figure 3: (a) Login Page (b) Main Page

```plaintext
RaisedButton()
  onPressed: () {
    server.signIn(usernameController.text, passwordController.text)
    .then((uid) {
      Navigator.push(context,
      MaterialPageRoute(
        builder: (context) => MainPage(title: 'Home')), // MainPageRoute
      )
    })
    .catchError((e) {
      print('failed to login');
    })
  },
  child: const Text(
    'Login',
    style: TextStyle(fontSize: 20)
  ), // Text
  // RaisedButton

RaisedButton()
  onPressed: () {
    Navigator.push(context,
    MaterialPageRoute(
      builder: (context) => SignUPPage(title: 'SignUp'),
    )
  },
  child: const Text(
    'Sign Up',
    style: TextStyle(fontSize: 20)
  ), // Text
  // RaisedButton
```

Figure 4: Code for the App
Users could also go to the activity/important Date (Figure 6a and 6c) page by clicking add Activity or add Important Date (Figure 6b) button, the functions are basically the same as the score page where people can edit their activities they have done or important dates they have.

By clicking the Add Wishlist button (7a), users will jump to the college list page and they can find most of the information they need related to the application.
Figure 7: (a) Wishlist Page  (b) Add College Wishlist Page

Users can click the schools they wish to apply, and the app will jump to the Add College Wishlist page (Figure 7b). The page will show basic information about the college/university and there are two comparisons between GPA and sat/act scores. The app will automatically take the scores users entered & saved to compare to the average applicant’s scores. Users can then click AddWishList to add the college to their wish list and the page will jump back to the College Wishlist page. The college/university users selected will be marked with some color/icon presenting the specialty.

4. RELATED WORK

Due to the function google drive has, which is an online folder, most college applicants/high school students use Google Drive for storing their related activities, rewards, etc. However, a general folder means that those students have to find the college information elsewhere and after months or even years there is so much information, whether related or not, have to be organized. College Board has its own college wish list where students can select their dream schools and check the information and application requirements. However, students do not have College Board accounts until they are taking their first AP test or SAT test. Moreover, the College Board has little accessibility that barely anyone uses it on the phone or the only thing they do is check their scores.

5. CONCLUSION

In this project, we proposed an all-in-one system that helps high school students in their application. This tool is a mobile app [16] that has been developed to manage application materials. The system is able to alleviate pressure and effectively reduce applicants’ duplicate tasks [17]. The result shows that this tool can help high school students in their college application.

As for the future work, we will investigate thoroughly high school student’s application process to make sure that the system is updated and cover cases as many as possible. We also would like to explore and make it more complete.
In addition, one limitation related to the app is that it does not have enough users in test. we plan to add more features to the system in the next version and follow high school students’ applications from the beginning to the end.
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